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Child,

In spite of everything, gladden your heart.

The moment and the hour you have so awaited for and in which you prepared for, for so long, has
arrived.

Gladden your heart in spite of everything that happens in the world, for the moment and the hour to
open yourself to a higher Love has arrived, of transforming your human condition, of living
according to the Gospel that guides you, and thus, of renewing, in life, the Words of the One Who
gave His life for you and freed you from eternal death, from suffering, and from spiritual stagnation.

In spite of everything, gladden your heart.

I know that the world is agonizing and so many suffer, but you can never lose the gladness that will
heal the wounds of your brothers and sisters throughout the world and will help them to clearly see
the times they are transiting as humanity.

The joy in your heart does not represent indifference in the face of the suffering of your fellow
beings; the joy in your heart represents the balm that God causes to flow through it to the entire
planet when your consciousness is set in the right place, and in spite of the circumstances, you open
yourself to be an instrument of God, a mirror of His in the world, which reflects not what is logical,
but what is necessary.

In spite of everything, then, do not lose the gladness in your heart and do not lower your arms.

Place yourself in the Heart of God to understand the difficulties of life as your opportunity to
overcome yourself and, one day, to do greater things than He who taught you to work and to live.

Be, then, a living prophecy; be the living mystery of the Words of Christ. And if it seems to you that
this time presents great challenges and difficulties, overcome them all with your face clean and
restored from tiredness; overcome them with a peaceful gaze and a heart in God; overcome them as
a service that reflects hope to those who thought everything was lost.

Today I only tell you, child, in spite of everything, in spite of anything, never lose the gladness of
your heart.

Be the salt of the Earth; be the light of the world, with the One who is, and that is in all things.

You Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


